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least chance of missi
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The following article is a revised version of a speech presented at a public forum
in March of this year in Denver, Colorado.
This revised version is edited for purposes of clarity and the characterization of
L.P.R. In the original draft we characterized L.P.R. as "willing to struggle against
their leftism". A re-examination of the facts show that L.P.R. has consolidated a
round their left opportunist line on Party Building.
We reprint this speech in the interest of exposing the danger of ultra-leftism within
our ranks. A secondary danger, but nonetheless a danger to our movement.

The Editors

Comrades, the August 29th Movement (Marxist-Leninist) welcomes this oppor
tunity to present its views on the burning questions facing our movement, our tasks
in this period and particularly our central task of party building.
In preparation for this forum and in order to begin our response to the open po
lemics initiated by LPR (M-L) we have traced back the unities we have held with them.
In studying the positions of LPR and our former unities we find two glaring facts:
(I) aside from our assessment of the international situation, (and we are not yet clear
what type of analysis LPR made to reach their conclusions), we have no unity on any
qut:stion facing the communist and workers' movements. (2) our '.'unities'.' with LPR
were based-On the "left" deV1ation from our line, against which.we are waging a cam
paign within ATM.
LPR has not fundamentally changed their line, but they have certainly hardened
their "left" deviation. In I 976 they expressed an openness to repudiating their "left "
line on the ERA (Resistencia, vol. 7, #4); today they uphold their old "left" line. In
August 1976, at a closed forum in NY, they upheld the principle of a mostly agita
tional newspaper and a mostly propaganda theoretical journal. Today they repudiate
that correct line -- or more specifically -- they hold to their "left" position without
explaining why they have rejected their positions stated in August. In that same forum
they defended the position that "two-line struggle within a communist organization
is the exception, not the rule." Again, without explanation, they have flip-flopped and
repudiated that position. For our part, we admit that ATM has certainly changed -
specifically by getting serious about party building and by developing the struggle
against the "left" deviation in ATM. In responding to LPR we want to lay out some
of our areas of disunity. We will reveal, that while LP R's disunities with ATM are of
fundamental nature, their disunities with WYO and PRRWO-RWL are only shades
of difference. We intend to show that the line of LPR is sectarian. i.e., the ideology
and the politics of a s�t. How else can we explain the fact that after seven years LPR is
still a small sect in one city in one corner of the country? LPR might respond that we
arc focusing on the size of their organization and not their line. Not so, comrades'.
After seven years of existence in the largest city in the United States -- to still be a small
sect is precisely where their line leads to and where they wish to lead the communist move
ment. This is the result of an incorrect political line. Just as the correct political line
will result in "soldiers when you have no soldiers to begin with", so an incorrect poli
tical line will le:irl to isolation -- as the experience of LPR confirms. For when we break
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through capitalist courts. This is an outrighl distorlion of our position. Nowhere have
we even implied such a view. So much for "comradely" polemics. But more than
this, the distortion is only LPR's cover for their actual negation of the struggle for
den;iocratic rights (which they reduce 10 "small change", pallry reforms combinee
with "calls" for socialism. LPR seems to have the old "wing"/WVO position that
the struggle for democracy "diverts" the proletariat from the struggle for socialism.
What did Lenin say about this question?
"The socialist revolution is not a single act, it is not one battle on one
front, but a whole epoch of acute class conflicts, a long series of battles
on all fronts, i.e., on all questions of economics and politics, battles that
can only end in the expropriation of the bourgeoisie. It would be a radi
cal mistake to think that the struggle for democracy was capable of divert
ing the proletariat from the socialist revolution, or of hiding, overshadow
ing it, etc. On the contrary in the same way as there can be no victorious
socialism that does nor practice full democracy, so the proletariat cannot
prepare for its victory without an all round consistent and revolutionary
struggle for democracy." (The Socialist Revofution and !he Righi of

Nations to Self-Determination)

Stalin also laid out the communist view on the struggle for reforms in the era of im
perialism in Foundations of Leninism:
"Obviously, therefore, it is not a matter of reforms or of compromises
and agreements, but of the use people make of reforms and agreements ...
To a revolutionary ... the main thing is revolutionary work and not re
forms; to him reforms are a by-product of the revolution. That is why,
with revolutionary tactics under the conditions of bourgeois rule, re
forms are naturally transformed into an instrument for disintegrating
that rule, into an instrument for strengthening the revolution, into a strong
point for the further development of the revolutionary movement.
The revolutionary will accept a reform in order to use it as an aid in com
bining legal work with illegal work and to intensify, under its cover, the
illegal work for the revolutionary preparation of the masses for the over
throw of the bourgeoisie.
That is the essence of making revolutionary use of reforms and agree
ments under the conditions of imperialism."
We can see that Stalin also failed to distinguish between "genuine" and "sham"
reforms. This "vulgar empricist" seemed to be more preoccupied with organizing
the revolutionary struggle for reforms, with the "preparation of the masses for the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie". We are really sorry to see LPR adopting the same
methodology as the "wing" and WYO on the question of the struggle for democracy.
We had hoped that they were capable of breaking with that "leftism". In any case
their line is revealed to be (like WYO/wing) in essence a reformist line.
Again, let us contrast the approa�h:
LPR: They put forward 8 demands around the woman's question; except for one, the
_ri_ght to bear arms and exercise the right to self-defense -- they could have all been put
forward by the most ordinary liberal. To show that they are not liberals, but com
munists, LPR tells women that they must realize that only socialism will resolve the
woman's question. So until we have a socialist revolution LPR will confine the masses
of working women to the fight for petty reforms. And of course, LPR will "call" for
socialist revolution while the women carry out this fight.
ATM: We must take up all of the correct spontaneous demands being put forward by
the masses of women and link these, not only to the �truggle for socialism, but also to
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the struggle for full democratic rights tor women. Women should wage a revolution
ary struggle for the ERA, demanding that it knock down every law and "custom" used
by the capitalist to deny them the exercise of their rights. We put forward that this
should be implemented from below; through a mass struggle which puts the actual
implementation of the ERA into the hands of the working class, through forms of or
ganization determined by the rank and file and the representatives elected directly by
them on an industry by i.ndustry basis. We say that posi,ng the demand in this way will
train the masses, not only in the revolutionary struggle necessary to win such a demand
but also in the actual exercise of democracy -- a democracy which they will have to
exercise under their dictatorship; and such training can neither await the socialist revo
lution, nor come from books, but can come only from the experience of the proletar
iat. We can show them, precisely on the basis of the experience of this struggle that
socialism is not only necessary but inevitable. They will truly learn that it is not a "lack
of rights" which lies at the bottom of their misery, but the private ownership of the
means of production. The Key comrades is communist leadership and the correct
posing of the question.
So here we have two approaches to the struggle for democracy: one - that of LPR
- confines the masses to the narrowest of reformist struggles, combined with "calls"
for socialism. The other - that of ATM - broadens the struggle into a political struggle,
trains the class as the vanguard fighter for democratic rights; actually leads the masses
in a broad and revolutionary way toward socialism, not just because we tell them about
socialism -- but because we lead them onto the path of socialism through the struggle
for democracy -- precisely in the way that the international experience of our move
ment, as summed up by Lenin enjoins us to do.
To get an even clearer grasp of the attitude of LPR to the struggle for democracy
we have only to read their 1976 index of articles published by Resistence, vol. 8, # J.
In 1976 LPR published a total of 53 articles in which they take up, among other things,
the struggle against imperialism. But aside from raising the struggle of the U.S. colony
of Puerto Rico, not one article out of 53 deals with the struggle of the oppressed na
tionalities in the U.S. Only four deal with the struggle of the working class, and only
one ot the 53 articles deals with the woman's question. And LPR claims to have fun
damental differences with the "wing"! It is only in the papers of the "wing" that we find
such a narrowness of scope; such a scornful attitude toward the struggle for demo
cratic rights. So much for the chauvinism and sectarianism of LPR, their liquidation
of the national question and the struggle for democratic rights. As readers can proba
bly guess, the bulk of LPR's paper is devoted to the "central and only task."

III. ON AGITATION AND PROPAGANDA
LPR mechanically holds onto the line of "propaganda as the chief form of activity".
Again, our differences are fundamental: The approach to the tasks which the working
class and national movements place before us, and the practical implications and con
crete results of LPR's line on this question. Their line reduces basically to: Our poli
tical newspaper must be mainly propaganda: we must do mostly propaganda work in
this period. And just where does agitation come in? LPR restricts it to local leaflets,
(they certainly carry very little in their paper). This is precisely what Lenin fought
against in What Is To Be Done -- the limitation of the scope of political agitation -
which limitation can only result in a failure to train the working class in political con
sciousness. Yet this is the type of agitation LPR holds to. So although they do not
explicitly say "only propaganda", (they get out of this by calling for local leaflets),
in practice it is simply another "only" line. We ask LPR to consider the following:
Why was not the Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party built on the basis of
"propaganda as the chief form of activity", but rather on the basis of the work of the
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this unity that allows them to carry out revolutionary work among the masses."
"The very meaning of political line being the 'key link' is precisely that. You
cannot carry out revolutionary practice if you are not guided by revolutionary
theory," and therefore, "that is why we also have to emphasize that theory is
primary over practice in this period.''
Essential unity: No understanding of the relationship between ideology, poli
tics, and organization. Neither sect knows how to study theory, nor how it is
developed, therefore they have been unable to develop or apply any theory
themselves. This leads them to confuse book worship or citing quotations,
with actual application of theory. Neither apply theory to practice, but instead
counterpose theory and practice. They do not see here a unity of opposites.
Their own theoretical backwardness (as evidenced by their failure to have de
veloped even a shred of revolutionary theory over the years) becomes an excuse
for carrying out no revolutionary practice. Both will claim that their endless
polemics are practice. This actually does about exhaust the scope of their work.
There is not a grain of Marxism to be found in the approach of either group.

LPR AND THE COMMUNIST LEAGUE
If LPR is ever to break with its "leftism" it will have to closely re-examine its
relationship with the trotskyite CLP, to see just how they influenced their development
and how LPR has not yet purged itself of certain aspects of that line.
For example, in Resistencia, Vol. 7, No.3, they state: "The CL fought against
the economist thesis of building a mass movement ..."
This isn't exactly what happened. First of all, building a mass movement is not
economist but rather the worship of the spontaneity of the mass movement, and a
failure to give it political direction, and to restrict its scope, is economist. It is not
wrong to build a mass movement in a pre-party period if we are clear on what our
tasks in that movement are. What is incorrect is to counterpose this to building ii
communist party, which is exactly what CL did. The basis for CL's struggle against
building the mass movement was its own sectarian and trotskyite theory of cadres and
nothing else. Yet LPR lauds this practice of CL in their article! They continue:
"(CL) emphasized the importance of the conscious element(!) ..." (ibid). We ask
comrades, how did CL "emphasize the importance of the conscious element?" By
eliminating all mass work, by raising the trot theory of cadres. LPR wake up. CL's
line was rotten through and through -- they "raised" the party only to sabotage the
party. This has been recognized by almost the entire movement. You had better try
to catch up.
Many of you will remember that the old CL was not satisfied with winning the
advanced workers to communism, but insisted that we win only the "advanced of
the advanced." LPR has now taken this line one step further with the profound ob
servation that the party will be built only with Marxist-Leninists -- not even the
advanced of the advanced.
"The party must be composed of workers, yes, but workers that are
M-L's, and not of advanced elements who are not yet communists. So it
is our task to unite those that are M-L's and not confuse proletarian class
with proletarian party or advanced elements with M-L's." (Resistance,
Vol. 7, No. 5)
We never thought that we would see the day when anyone would render even CL's
nonsense "more profound", but LPR has done it with this nonsensical confusion,
which is only one more cover for their failure to provide political leadership to the
proletariat.
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H.'. • Ii\ rldt:, I PR r'll·aisc (."I ()n (f'h:?\,.... �:u.csri:Jn�. and even go them one better'?
,�!i�,·r ,Le-. unite "·ith the 01<! Cl·, !1"� ";·, t11ese questrons, or they don'! reali,c
ih,· e-.;u11 w "·hi,·h CL. ,1ill intli;cr,�e, rhem. LPR has said:
"\\ L' h,nt' failed in puhlid\ ,rating our ideological, political and 0r�,;1:1;;ttional c.l1ffcren,e\ "i1h the Cl., which led to our resignation from ,lie
Continuations Committee and although it is very late, we are in the p;,
L"L''' or fllthli,hing a booklet which contains a study of CL.P's current :inc
.,, ",·II ,1, a ,l'1·erc self-criticism for not having carried out open polei,H,,
xrr 1·,, :,,, ( I at the time that the differences came about, as well as an optcn
rcpuc.liation of a series of incorrect positions which we held and put fonh
it 1h;.;t rime."
\\ . -., :.ul•i crH:ourage LPR (the champion of the timely polemic) to expedite thi�
: .. -i--. p:1rti.:ularly since its three years overdue. We have seen what happ�ncd to
l'K R WO when it failed to sum-up and carry out the struggle against its nwin .. left··
J;;ngcr. and how this too. had a history linked to unities with CL. We f.:-cl lhat the
,c,oner LPR begins the "open repudiation of a series of incorrect positions 1\ hich we
held and put forlh at that time," the sooner they will root out the trotskyite intlu
encc which still haunts them. And it is not merely a "series of incorrect posi1ions"
that must be repudiatec.l. A series of incorrect positions is called a political line, in
this case a line heavily influenced by trotskyism. Comrades, this problem has plagued
LPR at least since the days of unity and comradely relations with CL. It continued
with their position on "one-stage revolution" in Puerto Rico. LPR, 111 their sclf
criticism, admit that the "one-stage" line is a trotskyite line, and they niticize them
sl'lves for •·a poor understanding of the national colonial question .. .'' Never do
1hey dig out the roots of the trotskyile, or try to determine whether it poi,oned them
in other areas. We must remember that their line on Puerto Rico was central 10 what
work LPR did carry out in !he past. They published an entire series of propaganda
pamphlets-pulling forward the one-stage theory line. Not only was the po�ition itself
· rotskyite. but their whole methodology as well. In thc'pamphlet "The P11erro Rican
\'a1io11al Q11es1ion" LPR simply state� 1hat because Puerto Rico is an indum1c1lized
country, Mao's Neu· De111ocrac_1· does 1101 apply. No analysis of different clas�es in
motion, the history of Puerto Rico, etc. -- New Democracy simply doesn't appl1 be
c·ause of Puerto Rico's industrializaion. L.PR has now changed their position using
the same miserable methodology. No new analysis of the history, objective wndi•
tions. class struggle, relationship of forces, etc. We are simply told that now .l\,,'ew
Democrac:v does apply. We are, we suppose, to take it on faith. Fortunate!�. rhe
Puerto Rican masses don't have to rely on LPR to guide their struggle. By the way,
we would ask comrades to compare the approach and methodology of LPR on 1he
Puerto Rican national question, and 1hat used by ATM in its pamphlet Fan 1he Flames.
o 1 the Chicano national question. We think that you will find that LPR, 1101 only
does not hold "theory as primary.'' but they don't seem to hold it secondary either.
They understand neither its essence or purpose.
The League for Proletarian Revolution has stubbornly refused to root out the in
fluence of the Trotskyite Communist League of recent memory. The consequences
are obvious to all communists and advanced workers (dogmatism, theory of cadres,
repudiation of all reforms). If the LPR is to meet its responsibility to the working
c.:lass movement and the L:ause of Socialist Rei c::-!u1i0n, i1 must �ericw�ly re-examine
J', hi<tory and 1he inrluer11ial role of CL..
-b..: ·'L('�·t"� is alit'n fP th,· wo··: 1 .. • . .-·
C1;lrc•rr 1.P1ism, \,·h;:-:h�r fron, rhe "'R1.:,d"'1
class. ;, ·.·, 1.he dur'- nl' :iii L:omrnunist, :111d c:: . :·;, ,·onsL:rous work�r', it' ,.on:,.1gn
expo,·.
alien id-.•;,,!.!" and isolate its rrop0nenh from the ranks qf :,::: "o,!-; i :,,:
class •:1 :;iL' ;:acrcst .-f '-,.,,;ialist Revoluiion.
.;
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